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1. Petition Outline
1.1.

Petitioner and Contact Details

This petition is presented by CLUB LA SANTA S.A., C.I.F. number A35066356
Address: Avda. Krogager s/n 35560 Tinajo, Lanzarote, Las Palmas
Phone: 928 599 999.
Race Director
Race coordinator

1.2.

Fabio Eligio Cabrera Cruz
Sara Perani

686 29 95 39
619 45 42 98

Vision and the Race Host

Club La Santa, the world's no.1 sports resort
Club La Santa offers so much more than the conventional resort, with over 80 different sports and
more than 500 activities and group instructions with a Green Team instructor, per week, included in
the price. We call it “all sports inclusive”.
Club La Santa offers a wide selection of classes like TRX, 6D-slide, Zumba and dance classes, aerial
yoga, kinesis, Pilates, golf instructions, tennis, paddle tennis, windsurfing, stand up paddle, kayak,
aerobic classes, stretch and relax, body attack, body combat, deep water aqua, step, etc. Our clients
can also take part in our weekly events like road/mountain bikes rides, mini-duathlon, mini aquathlon,
mini-triathlon or half marathon.
Some optional extras are available, such as personal instructions, balls for playing rackets sports,
diving, wellness and private consultations with our health professionals.
Events organized by Club La Santa
Club La Santa organizes year-round races, events, training camps and theme weeks, where our guests
can practice and participate in their favorite sports (from beginner to advance level). Our races,
including the Club La Santa IRONMAN and IRONMAN 70.3 Lanzarote, provide our guests with the
perfect opportunity to challenge themselves and discover new limits.
Many of the Participants also choose to train at Club La Santa in preparation for these big events,
enrolling in our camps to benefit from professional coaching and the very best facilities.
Making Triathlon History
In 1985, Club La Santa created the Volcano Triathlon, which was the very first to be held on Spanish
soil with an international field of participants and remains to this day one of the most relevant on the
annual calendar of events. This race inspired the birth of the “Club Vulcano” triathlon club, the first to
be created within Spain and the Canary Islands.
Club La Santa IRONMAN Lanzarote
The Club La Santa IRONMAN Lanzarote originated from humble beginnings, with just 148
Participants in the first edition, held in 1992. Nowadays, the event is the largest and most prestigious
on the island, with more than 1600 participants taking the start line in May 2019. The race is
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considered the toughest in the world amongst pro athletes and age groupers alike, both for the
challenging courses and hot, windy conditions that are typical each year.
This notoriety amongst triathletes helps to promote the race. The large field of pro athletes attending
each year also attracts widespread attention from regional, national and international press. The race
enjoys extensive coverage each year in printed and online publications, as well as radio and television.
Club La Santa organize the event in cooperation with the Sports Department of the local Lanzarote
Government (Excmo. Cabildo Insular de Lanzarote), recruiting around 2500 local volunteers of all ages
each year creating a social phenomenon in the local population.
International Running Challenge
This race is comprised of a series of 4 running races held on 4 consecutive days over different terrains,
both on and off road. Organised for the first time in 1989, the event is held late every November and
attracts hundreds of runners of various nationalities each year.
4 Stage Mountain Bike Race Lanzarote
Always eager to create more Sports events and driven by a passion for mountain biking, Club La Santa
established this event in 2004. Comprised of 4 races on 4 consecutive days, the event takes normally
place in January/ February and draws hundreds of riders each year.
1.3.

Aim

The aim of this presentation is to provide a technical guide for the 4 Stage Mountain Bike event, as
required by the UCI rules, and be part of the annual UCI calendar.
1.4.

Location

The event is based at the sports and active holiday resort of Club la Santa, located in Avda. Krogager
s/n 35560 Tinajo, Lanzarote, Las Palmas (Spain). The races take place in 3 different municipalities of
the island of Lanzarote.
1.5

Covid-19 and Club La Santa
Updated 09/06/2020 12:00pm:

The health crisis caused by COVID-19 has forced us to close Club La Santa for a period. Due to lack of
incoming international flights to Lanzarote we will until further notice be closed during the summer.
We are aiming for reopening on 27 August 2020.
We are focusing on the reopening of Club La Santa. Our highest priority right now, is to prepare Club
La Santa for the return of our guests to the world best active holiday experience.
We are highly focused on offering the very high level of service you expect, while adding new health
and safety measures, that offer all guests and employees as much peace in mind as possible. At the
same time, we are paying close attention to the instructions relating to travel restrictions, given by the
Spanish authorities and our guests’ countries of origin. We follow the current instructions and are
awaiting instructions regarding the conditions mentioned above. However, we know for sure that
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keywords are cleaning, disinfection and social distancing. With this is mind, we are preparing for the
future instructions in the following areas:
- Reception area and check-in and checkout
- Sports Booking and handling of equipment
- All centres, indoor facilities, Fitness Centre and Wellness
- Instructions, group classes and social activities
- Bars and restaurants
- Play Time and kids facilities and activities
- Efficient and increased cleaning of all touchpoints and in general
- Use of our Booking app to make sure to spread activities all over the complex and avoid gathering
our guests in larger groups
- Increased possibilities for public handwashing use of hand sanitiser gel
- Cooperation with airlines and transports partners, to ensure a safe and healthy journey
When Club La Santa reopens, you can expect a genuine active holiday experience, with extra focus
on health and safety measures. It is still our goal to have more than 80 different sports and more
than 500 activities per week with an instructor.
To reach this goal and create the best conditions for your safe stay and experience, we are working
on higher frequency of activities with less participants, more activities without equipment, time slot
bookings for Fitness and Wellness and possibilities of moving indoor activities outdoor. We will
appeal to all our guests to cooperate with cleaning procedures before and after use of shared
equipment, and ask everybody to book all their activities via app or Sports Booking and be sure to
cancel these when not attending, so that waiting lists can be activated. Of course, the Green Team
and all other staff at Club La Santa will be ready to guide and assist. In general, all our staff will go
through mandatory courses regarding updated regulations on hygiene and prevention measures.
Our restaurants are following all instructions for further increased hygiene and social distancing. Our
menus will be available via app or through a QR code to minimize the risk of infection. Furthermore,
most of our restaurants offer take away services.
We are relieved by the fact, that Lanzarote and the Canary Islands have had exceptional few cases
with COVID-19. The hospital and health authorities on Lanzarote are prepared and well equipped with
test possibilities and respirators. If a person shows signs of being infected with COVID-19, all
instructions will be followed. Club La Santa has its own onsite medical clinic and own doctor.
This is the status at Club La Santa at moment. We will update this information regularly, as we proceed
towards the reopening of Club La Santa.
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2.

Programme

Date

Time

Acton

Location

13/01/2021

16:00 CET

Closure of Online Registration

www.clublasanta.com

22/01/2021

15:00-19:00

On-site Registration (race nº pick-up) – the
Square

Club la Santa- Tinajo

19:15-20.00

Technical Meeting, face to face or online (tbc)

Club la Santa- Tinajo

09:00

Late registration only for pre-registered (internal
information, not public). Only for participants
who contact us due to late flights, arrival in ferry
from Fuerteventura, etc.)

Club la Santa- Tinajo

10:30

Start first Stage

Club la Santa- Tinajo

10:00

Teams meeting - Stadium

Club la Santa- Tinajo

11:50

First finisher expected

Club la Santa- Tinajo

13.00

1st cut-off and AID-station

14.00

14.00 cut-off

Finish line, Club La Santa

Podium top 3 Elite Participants shortly after the
race – Stadium

Club la Santa- Tinajo

9:00

Start second Stage

Club la Santa- Tinajo

08:30

Teams meeting - Stadium

Club la Santa- Tinajo

10:55

First finisher expected

Club la Santa- Tinajo

11:00

1st cut-off and AID-station 1

Mancha Blanca, Km 18.5

13:00

2nd cut-off and AID-station 2

La Vegueta, Km 44

14:30

Cut-off time

Finish line, Club La Santa

23/01/2021

24/01/2021

14:00-15:00

Podium top 3 Elite Participants shortly after the
race – Stadium
Raffle among Participants and Age Group Awards
Ceremony – Beach Club (TBC if face to face or
online)

Tinguatón. Km 25.5

Club la Santa- Tinajo
Club la Santa- Tinajo
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25/01/2021

9:00

Start third Stage – Time Trial

Caleta de Famara

9:50

First finisher expected

Las Nieves

Podium top 3 Elite Participants shortly after the
race

Las Nieves

Bus transfer on request at the onsite registration
26/01/2021

9:00

Start fourth Stage

Club la Santa- Tinajo

8:30

Teams meeting - Stadium

Club la Santa- Tinajo

11:30

1st cut-off and AID-station 1

Junction with LZ 408, Km.
20

12:10

First finisher expected

Club la Santa- Tinajo

13:00

2nd cut-off and AID-station 2

15:00

3rd cut-off and AID-station 3

16:00

Cut-off time

Finish line, Club La Santa

Podium top 3 Elite Participants shortly after the
race – Stadium

Club la Santa- Tinajo

Awards Ceremony, face to face for the winners
and a companion, online for the general public
(tbc)

Club la Santa- Tinajo

20:30

Before the climb to Mala
Dam, Km. 40
Junction with LZ 408, Km.
62

Stage

Date

Start venue

Time

Km

1

Saturday 23 of January 2021

Club La Santa

10:30

42 km

2

Sunday 24 of January 2021

Club La Santa

9:00

60 km

3

Monday 25 of January 2021

Caleta de Famara

9:00

21 km

4

Tuesday 26 of January 2021

Club La Santa

9:00

81 km

3. Stages

La Presa Time trial is included in the 4th stage: more information at page 35.
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4. Services by Stage
STAGE 1
MEANS

People

COORDINATION

10

CHIEF MEDICAL DOCTOR

1

MEDICAL TEAMS (DOCTOR & NURSE)

2

MEDICAL POST (STADIUM)

1

INTERSECTIONS & ROAD CROSSING CONTROL (MARSHALLS AND CIVIL
PROTECTION)
FEED/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ZONE

25

RESCUE

2

MOTORCYCLES AS LEAD BIKES

2

MOTORCYCLES AS SWEEP BIKES

1

SPARE MOTORCYCLE (REPLACEMENT CASES)

1

TIMING TEAM

3+

ORGANIZATION VEHICLES

5

AMBULANCES

2

MEDICALIZED 4X4

2

RESCUE VEHICLES

2

SAFETY MOTORCYCLES

3

MARKING VEHICLE

3

1
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STAGE 2
MEANS

People

COORDINATION

10

CHIEF MEDICAL DOCTOR

1

MEDICAL TEAMS (DOCTOR & 2 NURSES)

1

MEDICAL POST (STADIUM)

1

INTERSECTIONS & ROAD CROSSING CONTROL (MARSHALLS AND CIVIL
PROTECTION)
FEED/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ZONE

30

RESCUE

2

MOTORCYCLES AS LEAD BIKES

2

MOTORCYCLES AS SWEEP BIKES

1

SPARE MOTORCYCLE (REPLACEMENT CASES)

1

TIMING TEAM

4

ORGANIZATION VEHICLES

5

AMBULANCES

2

MEDICALIZED 4X4

2

RESCUE VEHICLES

2

SAFETY MOTORCYCLES

3

MARKING VEHICLE

3

2
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STAGE 3
MEANS

People

COORDINATION

10

CHIEF MEDICAL DOCTOR

1

MEDICAL TEAMS (DOCTOR & NURSE)

1

INTERSECTIONS & ROAD CROSSING CONTROL (MARSHALLS AND CIVIL
PROTECTION)
FEED/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ZONES

6

RESCUE

2

MOTORCYCLES AS LEAD BIKES

2

MOTORCYCLES AS SWEEP BIKES

1

SPARE MOTORCYCLE (REPLACEMENT CASES)

1

TIMING TEAM

3

ORGANIZATION VEHICLES

5

AMBULANCES

2

MEDICALIZED 4X4

2

RESCUE VEHICLES

2

SAFETY MOTORCYCLES

3

MARKING VEHICLE

3

1
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STAGE 4
MEANS

People

COORDINATION

10

CHIEF MEDICAL DOCTOR

1

MEDICAL TEAMS (DOCTOR & NURSE)

2

MEDICAL POST (STADIUM)

1

INTERSECTIONS & ROAD CROSSING CONTROL (MARSHALLS AND CIVIL
PROTECTION)
FEED/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ZONE

37

RESCUE

2

MOTORCYCLES AS LEAD BIKES

2

MOTORCYCLES AS SWEEP BIKES

1

SPARE MOTORCYCLE (REPLACEMENT CASES)

1

MARSHALS

6

TIMING TEAM

4

ORGANIZATION VEHICLES

5

AMBULANCES

3

MEDICALIZED 4X4

2

RESCUE VEHICLES

2

SAFETY MOTORCYCLES

3

MARKING VEHICLE

3

3
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5. Safety
5.1- Human Resources
The safety of the event is guaranteed by Club La Santa’s Private Security, Civil Protection Tinajo, Civil
Protection Teguise, Emerlan Lanzarote, Local Police of the municipalities of Tinajo, Teguise, Haria and
Spanish Guardia Civil. Under “Services” in this document, the different points to cover are listed.
A specific safety plan will be presented specifically for this event,“4 Stage Mountain Bike Race
Lanzarote”, in order to guarantee the protection of the Participants, organizers, spectators, goods, the
environment, and common property, and also to prevent risks that could lead to situations of lack of
security or emergencies, all this according to the Spanish Decreed Law 393/2007 “Norma básica para
autoprotección, al Decreto 67/2015 Reglamento de Autoprotección”.
Medical services are specified under the stages overview within this guide. The Club La Santa Race
doctor will be present throughout the entire event. A team of physiotherapists and massage therapists
is available at the Club La Santa Wellness Centre, if needed. TBC: A team from a local masseurs school
will offer a free of charge massage service to Participants after Race 1, Race 2 and Race 4 in the
Stadium of Club La Santa.
Regarding Anti-doping controls, the race will follow the rules of the UCI for the race, and the Spanish
National Anti-doping Agency will be in charge. An anti-doping station (room with toilet) will be
available during the event in Club La Santa.
The relevant hospitals and medical centers are detailed below:

1
2
3

Medical center
AZ Clinic-Doctor Javier Arroyo
Hospiten (Private Hospital –
race insurance)
Hospital Doctor José Molina
Orosa (General Hospital)

Address
Club La Santa - Av. Krogager S/N

Municipality
Tinajo

Telephone
676 987 046

Camino Lomo Gordo, Puerto del Carmen

Tias

928 59 61 00

Ctra. Arrecife-Tinajo, M 1.300

Arrecife

928 59 50 00
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5.1.1- Course Marshals
Each group of marshals will always be led by a coordinator who will speak one official language of the
UCI (English). He will be at the disposal of the technical referee or the UCI Commissaire. They will meet
and collaborate to decide the best possible procedures and instructions to give the marshal covering
all aspects of the race (emergency plans, equipment, etc.).
Race Marshals will be placed strategically along the race courses. This is more than adequate to
guarantee the safety of the riders and spectators both during the competition and the official training
rides. The minimum age to be a marshal is 18 years old. The marshals will be easily identifiable with a
uniform and equipped with flags, telephone, radio and documents as required by the UCI.
5.1.1.1- Basic instructions for Marshals
Work area
The marshals will be located on specific points of the race course with the objective of regulating traffic
at crossroads and roundabouts during the race, following the rules received from the General Traffic
Direction and the Local Municipal Police.
Material
• Officially approved vest (high visibility)
• Yellow flag
• Whistle for acoustic warning
• Special marking tape to show boundaries of prohibited access
• Mobile phone to stay in touch with the organization.
Relevant aspects to consider
Whilst undertaking work as Marshals of the event this team will be considered Officers of Authority.
Job Mission
Prioritize competing bicycles in front of vehicles (cars, motorcycles, agricultural machinery, bicycles...)
and pedestrians.
Operating procedure
• Marshals must be at the point assigned by the Organization, at least within the time
established on the time sheet.
• Marshals must follow all guidelines received during the event from the Organization Staff.
They may request and must provide information at all times (e.g.: changes, accidents) to the
Organization.
• Marshals will not confront at any time those who seek to violate the prohibitions / restrictions
of the race. Instead, they will only inform and communicate the prohibition to access roads to
unauthorized the people / vehicles and indicate the route to follow to the Participants of the
MTB race.
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Race signs overview
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6. Organization Vehicles
The means implemented to ensure safety for each stage are specified in the plan of stages included in this
document, as well as on the course maps each of them.
However, the following equipment/ resources will be available as a minimum at all times:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Ambulances strategically located along the routes
2 4x4 cars for medical services
3 vehicles for the organization
3 enduro Motorcycles
3 vehicles for volunteers/ marshals transportation/ rescue
6 4x4 cars for the Organization
1 Computerized Drone controlled by authorized personnel.
2/3 vans for transportation of material

Vehicles for referees and UCI Commissaire are also provided by the organization
Ambulance Distribution (the distribution could be subject to minor changes)
Stage 1, Saturday 23.01.21
2 ambulances from 10:00 to 14:00 – meeting point in the stadium, Club La Santa
The race doctor will coordinate the location of the ambulances alongside the course
Stage 2, Sunday 24.01.2021
2 ambulances from 08:30 until 14:30 – meeting point in the stadium, Club La Santa.
The race doctor will coordinate the location of the ambulances alongside the course
Stage 3, Monday 25.01.2021
08:30: 2 ambulances in Caleta de Famara. The race doctor will coordinate the location of the
ambulances alongside the course - the service will be available until 14:00
Stage 4, Tuesday 26.01.2021
08:30 -16:00: 3 ambulances - meeting point in the stadium, Club La Santa. The race doctor will
coordinate the location of the ambulances alongside the course
Day 1
(Two ambulances) One ambulance at the Stadium for the start. When the riders leave, the ambulance
follows the road where accessible, until the cross road/ junction with LZ 20. When the last riders have
passed, the ambulance goes back to the Stadium for the arrival of the first riders. A second ambulance
is directed to the junction with the LZ 46 and follows the course with the last riders.
A vehicle with doctor and nurse follows the last riders and then drives back to the finish area for the
arrivals.
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Day 2
(Two ambulances) One ambulance at the STADIUM for the start. When the riders leave, the
ambulance follows the road where accessible, until the cross road/ junction with LZ 67. When the last
riders have passed, the ambulance goes back to the STADIUM for the arrivals. A second ambulance is
directed to the junction with the LZ 46 and follows the course with the last riders.
A vehicle with doctor and nurse follows the last riders and then drives back to the finish area for the
arrivals.
Day 3

(Two ambulances) One ambulance at the exit of FAMARA. When the main group of riders have gone,
the ambulance follows the course to the finish in LAS NIEVES for the arrivals. The second ambulance is
in Las Nieves (Finish area).
A vehicle with doctor and nurse follows the last riders and then drives back to the finish area for the
arrivals.
Day 4

(Three ambulances) One ambulance at the stadium for the start. When the riders leave, the
ambulance follows the road where accessible, until the cross road/ junction with LZ 46. When the first
riders have passed, the ambulance follows the top riders during part of the course, then gets back to
the STADIUM for the arrival of the first riders. A second ambulance is directed to the junction with the
LZ 10 where it waits until the last riders pass. A third ambulance is located at the Finish area.
A vehicle with doctor and nurse follows the last riders and then drives back to the finish area for the
arrivals.
The ambulances will have a map with the points mentioned above, map that will be attached in the
files and provided to the organization staff.
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6.1.- Basic Instructions for Mechanical Means
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7. Feed/ Technical Assistance Zones
7.1. Instructions for the feed/ technical assistance zonesHelp is only allowed in areas designated for that purpose and which are also used as technical assistance
zones. These areas are referred to as the feed/ technical assistance zones.
Each feed/ technical assistance zone will be located on flat or uphill sections where speed is low and
wide enough to allow space for the zone with easy access. The zones must be adequate in length to be
practical and relatively evenly spread along the course. There will be tables at the beginning and end of
each technical zone.
Regardless of the zones demonstrated in the attached documents the UCI commissaire, or in his
absence the president of the referees, will determine the distribution and location of the feed/
technical assistance zones in collaboration with the race director.
Physical contact between feeders/ mechanics and riders will only be allowed in the feed/ technical
assistance zones. Water and food must be passed from hand to hand by the feeder to the rider without
the feeder running next to the rider.
Feeders and mechanics are forbidden to sprinkle water on riders or bicycles.
Assistance is only allowed in these designated areas that are both for feeding and for technical
assistance.
It is forbidden for riders to return in the opposite direction of the race traffic to access the feed/
technical assistance zone once it has been passed.
The final procedure will be subject to the COVID-19 Race protocol which will be ready 1 month prior to
race day.
7.2. Assistance Zone Scheme
Before arriving at the assistance zones, riders will see clear signage to indicate that they are
approaching them from an adequate distance away with the following signs.
These signs are meant for the team’s assistance:
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The assistance zones are prepared (signs, tables, containers, tents, garbage bins, food, etc) and ready
for use at least 45 minutes before the first rider is expected to arrive.
•

Separated area in the Feed Zones for Elite and the rest of participants
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8. Location of Feed Zones

Stage 1 - Feed zone GPS coordinate: 29° 01' 47.02" N 13°41'07.81" W
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Stage 2 - Feed zone 1 GPS coordinate: 29°02'36.22"N 13°41'39.43" W
Stage 2 - Feed zone 2 GPS coordinate29°02'42.49"N 13°40'26.94" W
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Stage 3 - Feed zone 1 GPS coordinate: 29°04'05.23"N 13°32'34.29"W
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Stage 4 - Feed zone 1 & 3 GPS coordinate: 29°02'07.34"N 13°34'53.74"W
Stage 4 - Feed zone 2 GPS coordinate: 29°06'04.01"N 13°28'27.47"W

8.1 Technical Assistance
Participants will have access to the Aid-stations which will also be in contact with the emergency staff and
the organization team.
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9. Organization Centre and Race Office
The operations center will be inside the Club La Santa premises:
Lanzarote, Canary Islands, Spain
Avenida Krogager s.n.
Municipio de Tinajo
Postcode: 35560
Phone: 928 599 999
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The following services are available
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Office
Press Office
Briefing area
Organization room
Anti doping room
Conference room
Awards ceremony area
Massage at Wellness Centre and at the Start and Finish area for Stage 1, 2 and 4 (TBC: this
service will be subject to the to the COVID-19 Race protocol which will be ready 1 month prior
to race day)

The registration area will be organized as follows
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secretary: in charge of the registration office, coordination and communication with the Race
Director, the Technical Manager and the Head of the referee
3 Referee Assistants: License Control
Data Entry: data entries in digital format
4 assistants to give the race packs containing the race numbers and chips
1 assistant in charge of sending the one-day licences to the insurance company
2 assistants to help wherever needed

10. Race Information
An Event Staff in charge of publishing the following information on the board:
• Start times
• Race Maps
• Start Time List
• Results
• Communications of the race referee
• Copies of the communications will be provided to the team’s leaders.

11. Training

The Race 1 course will be marked at least 18 hours before the race 1 start, allowing participants to train. The
training will be at the participants’ own risk. The race organizer is not held responsible in case of any accident,
damage of material, etc.

12. Points

The UCI rating scale applies in the event.
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13. Sanctions

The UCI sanctions scale applies in this event.

14. Start List Procedure

The start list order will be according the actual XCO ranking of the UCI. The start lists will be published at the
race headquarters and the official race website prior to each race start.

15. Timing

The official timing of the race is provided by Club La Santa IT staff, we use time result trasponders.

16. Bicycle cleaning

Club La Santa offers an area in the bike centre to Participants for cleaning their bikes once the race has
taken place. Shimano Mas Deportes team will offer bike tech assistance to the event Participants.
(tbc: this service will be subject to the to the COVID-19 Race protocol which will be ready 1 month prior to
race day)
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17. Maps, Profiles and Road Books

25.01.2020
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1st STAGE Road book
Tinajo y Teguise Municipality
10.30 Race Start, Club La Santa
10:59 Participants cross LZ 20 – south direction (Munic. Tinajo)
11.01 Participants cross camino La Vegueta (Munic. Tinajo)
11:06 Participants cross LZ 46 (Munic. Tinajo)
11:30 Participants cross LZ 46 coming back (Munic. Tinajo)
11:36 Participants cross LZ 20 - north direction (Munic. Tinajo)
11:52 Participants cross La Santa - Caleta de Caballo road, first dirt track from the roundabout
(Munic. Teguise)
12.00 Estimated arrival of the 1st rider at Club La Santa (Munic. Tinajo)
13:00 1st cut off time at aid-station in Tinguatón, Km. 25,5 (Munic. Tinajo)
14.00 Cut off time at the Finish line, Club La Santa (Munic. Tinajo)

•

Cut off time (13:00h) at aid station Tinguatón. Km.25,5:
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26.01.2020
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2nd STAGE Road book
Tinajo y Teguise Municipality
09.00 Race Start, Club La Santa
09:39 Participants cross Mancha Blanca LZ 67 road (Municipio de Tinajo)
10:00 Participants cross LZ 56 - direction Tinguatón-Tao (Municipio de Tinajo)
10:10 Participants cross LZ 58 direction Tao (Municipio de Tinajo)
10:22 Participants cross LZ 409 direction Mancha blanca (Municipio de Tinajo)
10:35 Participants cross LZ 46 direction Tinajo (Municipio de Tinajo)
10:43 Participants cross Camino La Vegueta (Municipio de Tinajo)
10:44 Participants cross LZ 20 direction La Santa (Municipio de Teguise)
11.10 Estimated arrival of the 1st rider at Club La Santa (Munic. Tinajo)
11.00 1st cut off time at aid-station 1 in Mancha Blanca, Km. 18,5 (Munic. Tinajo)
11:11 Participants cross La Santa - Caleta de Caballo road, second dirt track from the
roundabout (Municipio Teguise)
13.00 2nd cut off time at aid-station 2 in La Vegueta, Km 44 (Munic. Tinajo)
14.30 Cut off time at the Finish line, Club La Santa (Munic. Tinajo)

•

1st Cut off time (11:00h) at aid station 1 in Mancha Blanca, LZ67. Km. 18,5:
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•

2nd cut off time (13:00h) at aid station 2 - La Vegueta, cross with LZ 46. Km 44.
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27.01.2020

3rd STAGE Road book
Teguise Municipality
09.00 Race start: Caleta de Famara through LZ 403 (Municipio Teguise)
09:23 La Montaña (Municipio Teguise)
09:30 Access through “Calle Gadifer de la Salle” up to Ermita de Las Nieves.
09.50 Estimated arrival of the 1st rider at the Finish Line - Ermita de Las Nieves (Municipio Teguise)
14:00 Estimated arrival of the last rider - Ermita de Las Nieves (Municipio Teguise)
Time trial (30 seconds Interval between a participant and the next one at the start, in the reverse
order of the ranking).
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28.01.2020
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4th STAGE Road book
Tinajo, Teguise, Haria Municipality

09.00 Race start, Club La Santa (Municipio Tinajo)
09:20 Participants cross LZ 401 road – East direction (Municipio Teguise)
09:44 Participants cross LZ 408 road (Municipio Teguise)
09:45 Teguise (Municipio Teguise)
10.23 El Mojón (Municipio Teguise)
10.41 Participants ride 300m in LZ405 road (Municipio Teguise)
10:43 Participants ride 350m in “Calle de Lebrillo” (Municipio Teguise)
10.50 Participants ride 250m in LZ 405, direction Guatiza cementery (Municipio Teguise)
10:54 Presa de Mala, Calle Pleamar area (Municipio Haria)
11.00 Participants cross LZ 10, Ermita de Las Nieves direction (Municipio Teguise)
11:10 Teguise (Municipio Teguise)
11:22 Participants pass underneath the bridge close to LZ 30 roundabout, direction Mozaga
(Municipio Teguise)
11:26 Participants cross LZ 408, direction Mozaga (Municipio Teguise).
Participants pass underneath the bridge close to Mozaga, on LZ 30 road (Municipio Teguise)
11.30 1st cut off time at aid station 1, road cross with LZ 408 road, Km. 20 (Municipio Teguise)
11:46 Participants cross LZ 401, from Calle la Era up to Calle Trilla (Municipio Teguise)
12.00 Participants cross La Santa - Caleta de Caballo road, at the second dirt track from the
roundabout (Municipio Teguise)
12:15 Estimated arrival of the 1st rider at Club La Santa (Munic. Tinajo)
13.00 2nd cut off time at aid station 2, before hill climb of Mala dam, Km. 40
15.00 3rd cut off time at aid station 3, road cross with LZ 408, Km. 62
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16:00 Cut off time at Club La Santa (Munic. Tinajo)
We will include La Presa Time trial in the 4th race:
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•

1st cut off time (11:30h) at aid station 1 located at the cross road with LZ 408. Km 20.

•

2nd Cut off time (13:00h) and aid station 2 before Mala dam hill climb. Km. 40.
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•

3rd cut off time (15:00h) and aid station 3 at the cross road with LZ 408 road. Km. 62.
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18. Prizes
It is compulsory for the first three riders in each category to be present at the awards. The Award Ceremony
will take place on site, 15 minutes after completion of each race and prizes will be awarded to the first 3 Elite
riders m/w according to the table UCI awards.
Prize money
The prize money will be awarded in Euro to the Participants in the UCI Elite category*.
* To be eligible to the prize money, Participants must hold a competition cycling license, issued by a national
federation, approved by the UCI (with UCI ID) and valid for 2021.
UCI Elite Males/ Females
All 4 Stages
1st: 900€ 2nd: 750€ 3rd: 600€ 4th: 450€ 5th: 375€
6th: 300€ 7th: 225€ 8th: 188€ 9th: 150€ 10th: 75€
*Local tax & bank commissions will be deducted from the prizes.
The prize money is based on the combination of time and position of all stages.
UCI Elite Males/ Females
Per Stage
1st: 200€ 2nd: 150€ 3rd: 100€ 4th: 75€ 5th: 50€
*Local tax & bank commissions will be deducted from the prizes.
Stadium: Podium Top 3 Elite m/w at the end of each Stage
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19. Organizational Staff Directory
4 Stage Mountain Bike Lanzarote 2020 - Phone list
Race Director
Fabio Eligio Cabrera Cruz
Race coordinator
Sara Perani
Technical team
Dirk Marsmann TBC
(Start & Finish area, Feed zones)
CEO Club La Santa
Frederik Sohns
Hotel Manager
Solveig Olsen
Sports Director
Michael Møller
Timing
IT Club La Santa
Sports Booking Manager
Torben Christiansen
Guides (Transportation)
Bike Tech TBC
Shimano Mas Deportes

+34 629 84 96 78
+34 659 44 35 91
+34 618 21 20 36
+34 928 59 99 99 ext 5555
+34 636 94 47 60
+34 928 59 99 99 ext 4431
+34 658 99 04 95

Safety & Emergency numbers
Race Doctor
Javier Arroyo
Club La Santa – Reception

+34 676 98 70 46
+34 928 59 99 99

+34 686 29 95 39
+34 619 45 42 98
+34 682 52 67 77
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20. Rules and participants’ information
20.1

The main information about the race is available int the Event official website where participants can
also sign up online:
Link ENG:
https://www.clublasanta.com/4STAGEMTB
(the same information is available in Spanish, German and Danish)

20.2

In the Event official website it is also published a link to the 4 STAGE MTB Race Lanzarote Regulations,
mentioned below.

20.3
4 STAGE Mountain Bike Race Lanzarote Regulation
A. THE COMPETITION
1.
THE COMPETITION
4 STAGE MOUNTAIN BIKE RACE LANZAROTE is a UCI XCS Class S1 mountain bike stage race composed
of 4 stages. ). It is an individual competition
The competition takes place from Saturday the 23rd to Tuesday 26th of January 2021, in the Island of
Lanzarote, and more specifically in Tinajo area.
The competition follows the technical and sporting regulation of the UCI (International Cycling Union),
in the elite male and female UCI categories.
The rest of the Master categories follow the RFEC (Royal Spanish Cycling Federation) Regulation and
the Cadet and Junior Categories follows the FCC (Canarian Cyclist Federation) Regulation.
2.
REGISTRATIONS
2.1. In order to participate in this competition, participants will register on the official website:
https://www.clublasanta.com/4STAGEMTB. It is mandatory to fill in all the required fields in the form
and pay the registration fees.
2.2. The registration fees for the 2021 edition are tbc:
Entry fee until 15.09.2020
1 Stage 45€ - 2 Stages 80€ - 3 Stages 120€ - 4 Stages 140€
Entry fee 16.09 - 23.11.2020
1 Stage 50€ - 2 Stages 95€ - 3 Stages 140€ - 4 Stages 170€
Entry fee 24.11.2020 - 13.01.2021
1 Stage 60€ - 2 Stages 110€ - 3 Stages 170€ - 4 Stages 210€
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2.3. The registration period begins on September the 15th, 2020 and ends on January 13, 2021 or as
soon as all slots are sold out.
2.4. It is MANDATORY that all participants are in possession of a cycling competition license, issued by
a national cycling federation approved by the UCI.
2.5. Cyclists or other sports licenses are not accepted for this race.
2.6 Those who do not have an annual license for competitive cycling must apply for a temporary
license, valid only for competition.
2.7 This temporary license entails an additional cost of € 5 for one stage or € 15 for 2, 3, 4 stages and
allows you to compete in the corresponding category, with the same rights as any other participant
except for the specific conditions affecting Elite UCI categories. The license can be processed in the
Technical Secretariat of competition when collecting the race number, payment in cash is also
required at this time.
2.8. Participants wishing to compete in the male and female Elite UCI categories must have an UCI
annual cycle racing license. These compete for UCI points and prize money. They must strictly follow
the rules of the UCI.
2.9. The registration implies the following rights:
• Right to participate in the competition.
• Plate and back numbers
• Welcome bag including gifts from sponsors
•Official Participant T-shirt
• Timing and results of each stage
• Liquid and solid Feed Zones along the route for all stages
• Free Mechanic assistance on race day (from 1 hour prior the race start until 1 hour after the race
closure). Components can be borrowed with the option to purchase or return them.
• Medical care on the course
• Massage service at Finish Line Area tbc
• Pick up service on the course
• Bike wash service tbc
• Finisher Medal for the 4 stages Finishers
• Technical briefing
• Raffle with paella on Sunday tbc
2.10. Cancellation and refund policy:
Withdrawals must be notified in writing to: events@clublasanta.com
Refund policy tbc:
75% before 15/10/2020
50% before 01/12/2020
25% before 15/01/2021
No refund from 27/11/2019 onward
For cancellations and refund, please send an email to: events@clublasanta.com. Due to climatological
reasons or any other reason that prevents the race from being carried out in complete safety, the
organization may implement some changes in the race courses or reduce the distance, if necessary.
The reduction of segments, the reduction of the circuit, cancellation of any stage or any other
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alteration in the sports event will not lead the organizer to any refund of the entry fee, either partially
or in full.
2.11. In case of any kind of disqualification or abandonment of the competition, the registration fee
will not be reimbursed in whole or in part.
3.

PARTICIPANTS

3.1. All participants must be at least 19 years of age on December 31 of the year in which the
competition is held (except for the Cadets and Juniors categories). Participants can register in any of
the following CATEGORIES. The ages are calculated in reference to the age of the participant on
December 31 of the year of the competition:
3.2. The categories:
• Male UCI Elite: Both must hold an approved UCI Elite license, strictly comply with all UCI regulations,
compete for UCI points and prize money in the general classification and per stage.
• Female UCI Elite: Both must hold an approved UCI Elite license, strictly comply with all UCI
regulations, compete for UCI points and prize money in the general classification and by stage.
• Master 30 (M / F). Those who hold an Elite category license will not be able to compete in this
category. They will not get UCI prizes or prize money.
• Master 40. (M / F). Those who hold an Elite or Master 30 license will not be able to compete in this
category. They will not get UCI prizes or prize money.
• Master 50 (M / F). Those who hold an Elite, Master 30 or Master 40 license will not be able to
compete in this category. You will not get UCI prizes or prize money.
• Master 60 (M / F). Those who hold an Elite category license, Master 30/40/50 will not be able to
compete in this category. You will not get UCI prizes or prize money
• Junior (M / F). Participants born year 2003-2004
• Cadets (M / F). Participants born 2005-2006. Participants in the Cadets division can only compete in
Stage 1 (Saturday) and half of the course of Stage 2. They will receive a personal information at the
race pack collection regarding the 2nd stage start time and meeting point for bus transportation.
* Cyclists who purchase the day license will not be eligible for the UCI Elite category prizes, only those
in possession of a license expedited for the date within the Elite category will be eligible for these
prizes.
IMPORTANT: According to the regulations of the Royal Spanish Cycling Federation (RFEC), foreign
participants who have a cycling license not processed by the RFEC, must have a written authorization
from their national federation certifying that their insurance is valid in Spain. This document must be
presented to the referees to be able to collect the bib number.
4.
NEUROLOGICAL ZONE
4.1 The race will have a neuralgic zone located in the CLUB LA SANTA where the teams can be
accommodated during the 4 days of competition and which will become the neuralgic point of
competition.
4.2 The neuralgic zone has facilities adapted to the athletes’ needs: gym, swimming pool,
physiotherapy area, bike wash, etc.
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5.REGISTRATION
5.1. The registration takes place on Friday, January 22nd, 2021 from 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm at the
Square, Club La Santa.
5.2. The race numbers are assigned according to each category by order of registration and the latest
update of the UCI ranking.
5.3. In the registration a timing chip will be provided by the organization.
6,
BRIEFING
6.1. A technical meeting will be held on Friday, January 22 at 7:15 p.m. in the Square, Club La Santa or
online (tbc). The referees will review the race and report possible unforeseen changes in the
development of the competition. It is mandatory to attend, prior to the start of the competition as
well.
6.2. Any change is published on a board next to the organization tent, it’s the responsibility of the
participants to be aware of them. The official event website and Facebook will also report any lastminute information.
7.
RACE PROCEDURE
7.1. The competition is held in accordance with the general UCI regulations and the specific
regulations of the UCI for Mountain Bike.
7.2. Once the stage is finished, the classification of the stage, the general classification and the list of
participants authorized to take the start is published on the official website and on the board.
7.3. The start of all the stages, except for chrono-climb (stage 3), are in the “peloton” (bunch). There
are different start grills depending on the overall classification of the race. The first day, the starting
grid will be sorted by category and number, followed by participants without annual license). The
start of the chrono-climbing is done in reverse order of the general classification. Each runner takes
the start with a difference of approx. thirty (30) seconds.
7.4. The starting grid opens twenty (20) minutes before the start time. For the chrono-climb stage,
each runner must be present 20 minutes in advance, before taking the start.
7.5. The organization will provide 4 starting grids according to the provisional general classification of
the stages only for Males/ Females ELITES UCI categories. These grids correspond to:
1- Elite UCI male participants
2.- Elite UCI female participants
3- Master 30, Master 40, Master 50, Master 60, Masculine and Feminine categories
4.- Junior, Cadets, Masculine and Feminine categories
7.6. Five (5) minutes before the start time, no participant is allowed to enter the grid, and must be
placed in the back of the corresponding starting group.
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7.7. No participant may take the start once the official start has been given, unless a referee consents
this. Participants who start after that time will be considered DNS (Did Not Start).
7.8. The official cut off times will regulate the event. Participants must cycle within this time interval
not to be disqualified. The cut off times are announced on the competition's website and in the
athletes’ race pack.
7.9. Completing the race with other means than the individual physical effort of the participant and
their own bicycle supposes the disqualification.
7.10. Any illicit aid involves the disqualification of the participant. Any aid out of the Technical Zone
involves disqualification. People and vehicles without accreditation won’t be able to access the
Technical Zones. Accreditations have to be required to the Organization at the registration.
7.11. Participants who stop and being officially classified can continue participating in the race (leisure
rider) as long as they do not interfere with the development of the competition. Failure to comply
with this rule supposes the expulsion from the race, without the possibility of continuing in it.
8.
COURSES
8.1. The competition is composed of four stages.
8.2. The route is properly marked with signs, especially at dangerous points, such as crossings, road
intersections or streets.
8.3. The route is open to traffic, but properly controlled. The runners must follow the directions of the
traffic authorities and circulate with caution. On Spanish public roads, cyclists must keep the right. On
tracks, it is advisable to ride on the right side.
8.4. The route includes demanding climbs and technical sections in descent. It is the participants’
responsibility to decide if they can overcome it on the bike. The organization is not responsible for
accidents related to the ability of each participant or their fitness level.
8.5. During the race two types of controls are established: control point (CP) and control of
intersection (CI).
8.6. In the control point, a referee records the participant's number and time.
8.7 Omitting a control point will be cause for disqualification.
8.8. Not following the indications of an intersection control will be cause for disqualification.
8.9. Leaving the course marked by the organization will be cause for disqualification.
9.
NEUTRALIZED STARTS
9.1. For security reasons, the start can be neutralized. In this case, the Course Director leads the
participants in an official vehicle.
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When the Course Director starts the race, the participants must start competing.
9.2. When the official vehicle of the competition reaches the end of the neutralized section, it moves
aside and indicates the end of the neutralized section.
9.3. During the neutralization it is forbidden to overtake the official race vehicle.
10.
NEUTRALIZED ARRIVALS
10.1. For safety reasons, the finish line can be placed a bit before, before reaching a stretch of
asphalt.
11
ROAD BOOK
11.1. For each stage a road book is published detailing the distance, altitude, type of road, step
controls, intersections, supplies / assistance points and closing time of each of the services.
11.2. The road book also indicates if the start or finish is neutralized, the distance of the neutralized
section and if the stage has a neutralized arrival.
11.3. This road book is purely informative and is not necessary to perform each stage.
12.
FEED AND TECH ZONES
12.1. Feed and aid zones are properly sign posted all throughout the route. These have everything
necessary to cover the participants’ food and hydration needs during the stage.
12.2. Feed zones match team’s aid stations
12.3. The organization will supply to the participants a basic bike tech located at various points
throughout the race (aid stations) and well signalized.
12.4 Out of the enabled zones the refreshments and technical assistance are prohibited
13.
SIGNS
13.1. The route is marked with arrows and signs. The use of GPS is recommended
13.2. The remaining distance to the finish line is indicated every 10 km., just as the last 5 kms are
indicated.
14.
NON-CYCLABLE SECTIONS
14.1. The Head of the referees, Race Director, can decide that a section of the route is impracticable
and impossible to cross and to divert the original route.
14.2. If this is not possible, the last control point will be taken as the finish time.
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15.
OUT OF CONTROL
15.1. Depending on the characteristics of the race, the out of control will be established and this will
be communicated by the organization the day before the race during the briefing. Any participant or
team that has not crossed the finish line at that time may be evacuated by the organization or
continue the race under their responsibility.
15.2. Any participant or team that is out of control may continue the competition without entering
into classifications or opting for prizes.
16
WITHDRAWAL FROM COMPETITION
16.1. Any participant who withdraws must inform the organization as soon as possible
16.2. The organization will determine intermediate points where the participants will be able to
communicate the withdraw, as well as they will be informed of a mobile number where they can
notify it.
16.3. Failure to report a withdrawal will result in expulsion from the competition.
16.4. In case of accident or emergency, and taking into account the safety of the participants, the
organization reserves the right to force the withdrawal of a participant from the competition.
17.
CLASSIFICATIONS
17.1. The classifications of each stage are made according to the time invested to complete each one,
plus the accumulated time of penalties.
17.2. The following classifications are established:
• Overall
• Elite UCI Male
• Female UCI Elite
• Master 30
• Master 40
• Master 50
• Master 60
• Junior
• Cadets
17.3. In addition, a male and female Elite UCI classification will be published to award these
participants with UCI points and prize money.
17.4. All participants will carry the timing chip to record their times and be able to track them. The
referees must approve these times so that the results are considered valid.
18. PRIZES
18.1. Awards for each category in every Stage.
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18.2. The first three of the stage in the Elite category (male and female) are called to the podium
15/30 minutes after crossing the finish line.
18.3. In the final awards ceremony, the first three of each category of the general classification
(Juniors to Masters in Masculine and Feminine categories) will be awarded.
18.4. Only UCI points are awarded to the Elite Men's and Women's categories
18.5. Only the Elite categories will be eligible for the prize money of the general classification
18.6. Prize money are only given at the end of the last stage.
18.7 To be eligible to the King of the mountain prize money (m/f fastest cyclist in the La Presa Time
trial included in Race 4, participants must complete the full stage (only for Master category).
18.8. Participants who receive prize money must complete and submit by email all the documentation
required by the organization (local taxes and bank fees will be deducted from the prize money).
If this is not the case, the organization understands that the participant waives the right to receive the
corresponding prize money.
19
THE BICYCLE
19.1. Bicycles must be in accordance with the UCI regulations, both in terms of technical
characteristics and safety.
19.2. Participants are allowed to change their bicycles from stage to stage, but they cannot be
completely replaced or changed during a stage.
19.3. Tandem bicycles are not allowed.
20.
THE EQUIPMENT
20.1. It is mandatory to compete with the plaque and bib provided by the organization. The plate
should be placed on the front of the bicycle. The bib should be placed on the back of the participant.
Both must be clearly visible, and none can be modified. The timing chip for time control cannot be
modified either and must be placed where the organization indicates.
20.2. The leaders (M/ F in the Elite cat.) of the overall classification must wear the leading jersey,
delivered by the organization.
20.3. For security reasons it is recommended to bring a mobile phone.
20.4. In certain stages it may be necessary to take warm clothes (raincoat, sleeves, leg loops, etc.).
The organization does not provide these items to the participants.
20.5. The organization is not responsible for any lost or forgotten object along the route or during the
course.
20.6. The organization is not responsible for any failure or repair of the bicycle that may happen
during the race.
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20.7 The organization will provide bike tech in several points (aid stations).
21.
SPORT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
21.1. Mountain Biking is a competitive sport or leisure activity that takes place in a natural
environment and the impact it can have on the environment is the responsibility of all participants
and organizers. It is strictly forbidden to litter along the route. Participants should be respectful of the
environment (do not pedal off the road and do not take shortcuts that could damage the vegetation),
be careful with the animals, etc.
21.2. The commissaires reserve the right to disqualify any participant who does not respect the
environment, or the private properties encountered on the race course, and to expel him/her without
possibility of continuing to participate in the competition.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Any participant can be submitted to an official anti-doping control in accordance with the UCI
regulations.
All participants must be respectful towards the other participants, referees, members of the
organization, media and public. Assaults, disrespect or any other unsportsmanlike conduct may be
sanctioned with immediate expulsion from the competition.
The paths included in the race courses are exclusively for the days of the competition, so it is not
allowed to divulgate the GPS tracks of the route.
The referees can disqualify any participant that does not respect these considerations, expelling them
from the race without the possibility of continuing in it.
All the participants give their image rights to the organization, for the use of any pictures or video
where they appear.
The organization does not take care of the expenses or debts that a participant may incur during the
event.
For safety reasons, the course of each stage can be altered up to the day of the race. If necessary and
under serious circumstances, the organization reserves the right, without prior notice and to ensure
the correct development and safety of the event (participants, referees, staff, etc.), to delay the time
of departure, modify the schedule, and / or modify or cancel a stage.
CLAIMS
Claims must be formally addressed to the Referees and processed by them in accordance with the
UCI regulations.
ENROLL THE 4 STAGE MOUNTAIN BIKE RACE LANZAROTE IMPLIES THE ACCEPTANCE AND
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS REGULATION, THE DATA PROTECTION ACT AND THE CANCELLATION POLICY.
REGISTRATION CONDITIONS
4 STAGE MOUNTAIN BIKE RACE LANZAROTE is a mountain biking event open to any professional or
amateur cyclist. It is a race that is within the UCI (International Cycling Union) calendar.
It is MANDATORY that all participants are in possession of a cycling competition license, issued by a
national cycling federation approved by the UCI.
Those who do not have an annual license for competitive cycling must apply for a temporary license,
valid only for competition and validated by the Royal Spanish Cycling Federation (RFEC).
Most licenses are valid, but in case of doubt it is advisable to check them with your territorial or
national federation.
4 STAGE MOUNTAIN BIKE RACE LANZAROTE is an event for professionals and amateurs, counting in
large part with amateur cyclists with the intention of enjoying and competing in a unique race, while
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professionals compete to achieve the coveted UCI points. This challenging atmosphere make this
event unique and a big opportunity for amateurs to compete against Top UCI Ranking cyclists.

20.4

Signage at Club La Santa

A few days prior to the event, several directional signs will be placed at the crucial access, areas of
Club La Santa to indicate participants the main services of the race.
Example from last edition:
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20.5

Athlete race pack

Participants receive an athlete race pack upon the onsite registration.
The athlete race pack contains:
General information (Personal bag, Timing chip instruction, event schedule, maps)
• 1 laminated Bike Race number with 1 disposable Timing Chip
• 4 cable ties
• 1 race number to be pinned on participant’s back (jersey) and 4 safety pins
• 1 sticker for the participant’s personal bag

20.6

Technical Meeting

During the technical meeting the course videos of race 1, race 2 , race 3 & race 4
will be displayed on a screen.
You will receive today the course video of the 4 stages of the 2020 edition that I have sent you by
wetransfer.com

21 Race coverage & social media
Official race videos 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34ew4uOmr2c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzEZR0RTZEI
Examples of national and local media coverage:
RTVE, Teledeporte
https://blog.tvalacarta.info/video/rtve/mountain-bike/four-stage-mtb-lanzarote-2020/
LA PROVINCIA
https://www.laprovincia.es/deportes/2020/01/17/nueva-edicion-4-stage-mtb/1245306.html
BIKEZONA
https://www.bikezona.com/calendario-ciclismo/ix-4-stage-mtb-race-lanzarote-2020/11380
RADIO MARCA
https://www.radiomarcalanzarote.com/mas-deportes/todo-a-punto-para-la-club-la-santa-4-stagemtb-race-lanzarote-2020
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ESMTB
https://esmtb.com/la-4-stage-mtb-race-lanzarote-una-vez-mas-plagada-de-estrellas/
TODOMOUNTAINBIKE
https://www.todomountainbike.net/competicion/luca-braidot-caroline-bohe-ganan-4-stage-mtbrace-lanzarote-2020
Race social media
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This technical guide will be subject to the COVID-19 Race protocol which will be ready 1 month prior to
race day.
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